
Community Engagement
Home for the Holidays

Severe weather volunteers/donations

Joint Office of Homeless Services
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• Number of families 
housed: 42

• Number of people in
those families: 146

• Number of children in
those families: 79

• Number of landlords: 37
• Longest stay in shelter 

for a family: 391 nights

Home for the Holidays: Housing families
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• Acorn Property Management
• Affinity Property Management
• Bitrous Brothers LLC
• Carla Properties
• Carol Finney
• Courtyard Properties
• Dr. Dana Braner
• Duane Monroe
• East Stark Apartments
• Edgemont Apartments
• Evanbrook Apartments
• F & F Management LLC
• Fortress
• Hawk Ridge Apartments

• Home Forward 
• Liz Helder/Bluestone 
• Menlo Park Apartments
• MJP Property Management 
• Oak Tree Apartments
• Richard E. Greensted
• Sage Apartments Communities
• Stark Firs Management
• Stark Metro Management
• Terrace View
• Tom Foushee
• Tuscany Village
• WDC Properties/EkoLiving

Home for the Holidays: Thanks to participating
landlords and management companies
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• Early call for donations: Press conference Nov. 8, and 
sustained push on social media.

• 211info.org/donations: Special website grew to include six 
donation spots.

• Volunteer buy-in: Transition Projects had to add training 
spots after a surge in folks filled up bookings.

Severe weather: Early calls for help
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• Dozens of volunteers from the community joined dozens 
more from Multnomah County, the City of Portland, Metro and 
others. 

• Help from the media: As robust stocks of supplies dwindled, 
media shared our calls for more gear.

• Surge in help: People responded with donations, and we 
had infrastructure in place, ready to capitalize.

• Innovation: JOIN worked to provide an Amazon wishlist with 
specific gear, offering yet another way for neighbors to 
engage.

Severe weather: Crisis response
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Severe weather: Crisis response
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A woman and her son bought gear and dropped it off at 
JOIN after the boy said he wanted to do something for 
people sleeping in the snow.
“It was very sweet. And he was super excited to know it 
was going to folks outside that night.”

Severe weather: Crisis response
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